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You need to cut through a reinforced section of paving and know your regular discs wonâ€™t scratch the
surface.  Therefore, which blades will you purchase from your regular supplier of top quality fixings?

This is a job for diamond blades, the best cutting accessories for hardened materials.  Having used
Diamond Blades on a number of projects in the past you know theyâ€™ll cut with speed and efficiency. 
Where other blades fail, Diamond Blades deliver proven results, thereâ€™s nothing they like more than
being faced with a tricky challenge.

Thereâ€™s no point trying to cut through hardened concrete using weaker types of cutting equipment. 
Diamond Blades make the task seem simple and they slice through a range of materials with the
minimum amount of effort.  When the chips are down, when you need proven cutting power,
Diamond Blades are the number one choice.

What makes diamond blades so effective?

Just take a close-up look at all the stones that are encased within the Diamond Blades.  Itâ€™s well
reported about the hardness of diamonds, theyâ€™re the ideal cutting tool.  Used within cutting blades
diamonds work with total efficiency, theyâ€™re the perfect cutting partner. 

What sizes are available?

Diamond Blades come in all sizes with popular versions ranging from 300mm to 550mm in total. 
Depending on the bore of the Diamond Blades the price of the blades will vary, the larger the bore
the more expensive the cutting blades are.  Different manufacturers produce Diamond Blades and
they can be purchased from online suppliers of fabulous fixings.

Keep Diamond blades cool

Cutting with Diamond Blades generates a large amount of heat.  Although Diamond Blades can be
used as they are, many contractors use water to cool the blades when they are in operation,
especially when the blades are being used with diamond blade cutters specially designed to cut
through paving slabs.  This helps to cool the Diamond Blades as they cut through rock-hard
surfaces and it can extend the life of the product. 

When faced with the toughest types of abrasive materials itâ€™s easy to wear through the Diamond
Blades so by taking precautions and using water during the cutting cycle the wear on the product
isnâ€™t as alarming.

Cutting through hard surfaces doesnâ€™t have to be complicated it just takes the right type of Diamond
Blades purchased from a wholesaler that stocks an array of fixings.
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At DmlAbrasivesAndFixings.co.uk we have the most reliable and efficient a diamond blades which
are readily available on the market. Our top notch  a fixingsare secure and robust and our client
care is super!
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